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Abstract

Linear motifs (LMs), used by a subset of all protein–protein interactions (PPIs), bind to

globular receptors or domains and play an important role in signaling networks. LMPID

(Linear Motif mediated Protein Interaction Database) is a manually curated database

which provides comprehensive experimentally validated information about the LMs

mediating PPIs from all organisms on a single platform. About 2200 entries have been

compiled by detailed manual curation of PubMed abstracts, of which about 1000 LM

entries were being annotated for the first time, as compared with the Eukaryotic LM

resource. The users can submit their query through a user-friendly search page and

browse the data in the alphabetical order of the bait gene names and according to the

domains interacting with the LM. LMPID is freely accessible at http://bicresources.jcbose.

ac.in/ssaha4/lmpid and contains 1750 unique LM instances found within 1181 baits inter-

acting with 552 prey proteins. In summary, LMPID is an attempt to enrich the existing

repertoire of resources available for studying the LMs implicated in PPIs and may help in

understanding the patterns of LMs binding to a specific domain and develop prediction

model to identify novel LMs specific to a domain and further able to predict inhibitors/

modulators of PPI of interest.

Database URL: http://bicresources.jcbose.ac.in/ssaha4/lmpid

Introduction

Short contiguous stretches of amino acids, known as linear

motifs (LMs), found within proteins, are known to mediate

multiple protein–protein interactions (PPIs) in signaling

and regulatory networks (1, 2). The LM instances approxi-

mately conform to a consensus sequence pattern and are

often present in the disordered regions of proteins (3). The

structural flexibility of these LM regions allows them to

mediate transient and low affinity interactions with mul-

tiple interactors. Hence, the LMs may play an important

role in shaping the spatio-temporal behavior of protein

interaction networks (4, 5). Recently, LMs are being con-

sidered as novel targets for drug discovery against complex

diseases and modulation of such interfaces using small

chemicals is an emerging field of research (6–10).

Examples of drugs developed using such strategy include

Pfizer’s Selzentry (Maraviroc) used for treatment of HIV
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Infection, SARcode’s Lifitegrast ophthalmic solution and

Roche’s RG7112 (a potent and selective member of the

Nutlin family of inhibitors of p53-MDM2 binding used in

treatment of solid tumors) (10).

There are a few resources publicly available viz the

eukaryotic linear motif (ELM) resource (11), Minimotif

Miner (MnM) (12) and Scansite (13), which catalogue the

experimental and predicted LMs. The ELM consortium

was established in 2003 for providing a platform for stor-

ing, retrieving and analysing functional sequence motifs as

well as for identification of new instances of the annotated

motif patterns. Apart from the protein-binding motifs

(LIG), the ELM database also contains motifs forming pro-

teolytic cleavage sites (CLV), post-translational modifica-

tion (PTM) sites (MOD) and sub-cellular targeting sites

(TRG). In the 2014 release of ELM, docking and degrad-

ation motifs (DOC and DEG, respectively) have been

removed from the LIG category and classified separately.

MnM is a web-based motif-prediction tool that compares

protein sequences with the motif instances in the MnM

database, which includes motif involved in PPIs, PTMs and

protein trafficking. The Scansite program uses a motif pro-

file scoring algorithm to identify potential motifs within

query protein sequences by comparing them with experi-

mentally derived motif profile matrices. However, the

data in MnM and Scansite can neither be browsed nor can

be downloaded by the users. There is also a specialized

database, PDZBase (14), containing PDZ domain-mediated

interactions that have been manually extracted from

literature.

Linear Motif mediated Protein Interaction Database

(LMPID) is a manually curated database which provides

comprehensive information about the LM instances media-

ting PPIs from all organisms. Unlike PDZBase, LMPID is

not restricted to any single domain. PDZBase contains

both domain-domain and domain-peptide interactions,

whereas LMPID only includes domain-motif interactions.

Again, ELM and MnM, compile a broad range of func-

tional motifs, whereas, LMPID focuses only on motifs

mediating PPIs, because these motifs may be targeted for

modulation by small molecules. LMPID incorporates only

experimentally validated motif instances, whereas ELM

also includes the predicted ones. Furthermore, 1003 LM

entries were being annotated for the first time, as com-

pared with the ELM (‘LIG’, ‘DEG’ and ‘DOC’ classes).

New fields giving information on critical residues and

PTMs, like phosphorylation, affecting the PPI, disease as-

sociations and inhibitors (if any) have been introduced in

LMPID which were not present in ELM. The overlapping

ELM data (from ‘LIG’, ‘DEG’ and ‘DOC’ classes) have

been extensively re-annotated with these new fields.

Considerable amounts of missing information on the

existing fields like secondary structure, interacting proteins

and experimental evidences in support of the PPI, have

been added. Overall, LMPID catalogues useful informa-

tion on naturally occurring LM instances mediating PPIs

that are experimentally validated and reported in litera-

ture, to provide reliable information about the key struc-

tural and functional aspects that may help in discovering

novel modulators of PPIs involved in diseases.

Data collection and annotation

About 8000 abstracts were downloaded from PubMed on

31 October 2014, using keywords like ‘motif’ and ‘inter-

action’ in the PubMed Advanced Search Builder. The

‘pubmed.mineR’ package (15) was used to shortlist the

most relevant abstracts. In total, 1253 articles were studied

to extract the details of any LM instance reported in it and

the PPI mediated through this motif. The manually ex-

tracted information was used to meticulously annotate

each entry of LMPID. Although a portion of the motifs col-

lected by text mining were found to be overlapping with

the motifs in the ELM resource, new fields with additional

information were added, therefore enriching the informa-

tion content of these ELM motifs.

Data organization

Database contents

LMPID contains information on the regular expression and

sequence of the LM instance, the domain interacting with it,

the experimental methods used to validate the instance

and the PPI, the protein containing the motif (bait) and its

interacting partner (prey). The motif table, indexed by the

‘Instance ID’, contains 2203 entries and the interaction table,

linked to the motif entries through the ‘Interaction ID’, sup-

plies information about the 2203 interactions mediated by

each of the motif instances. Links have been provided to the

respective UniProt, PubMed and PDB IDs. In total, LMPID

contains 1750 unique LM instances mediating 2203 PPIs

among 1181 baits and 552 prey proteins. A comparison of

LMPID data with ELM data (from ‘LIG’, ‘DEG’ and ‘DOC’

categories) is shown in Table 1 and Supplementary Table S1,

Table 1. Comparison of LMPID with ELM (‘LIG’, ‘DOC’ and

‘DEG’ categories)

Data Source Number of entries

ELMa 1698

LMPID 2203

Common in both 1200

aContains predicted and false-positive instances also.
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indicating that 655 unique additional instances were newly

annotated in LMPID. A comparative statistics of different

types of organisms and the different interacting domains rep-

resented in the LMPID data are given in Supplementary

Tables S2 and S3, respectively.

Database schema

LMPID is a relational database comprising of two tables

(i) the Motif table, for storing the motif instances with

‘Instance_ID’ as the primary key, and (ii) the Interaction

table for storing the interactions mediated by the motif in-

stances with ‘Interaction_ID’ as the primary identifier, as

shown in Figure 1. Both the tables include the primary

key of each other as foreign keys to enable connectivity.

The Bait_UniProt_Accession, Bait_UniProt_Identifier and

Bait_Gene_Name are the identifiers for the protein con-

taining the LM instance. The new fields introduced in

LMPID viz. Critical_Residues (positions of the motif crit-

ical for the interaction), Secondary_structure (secondary

structure of the LM region) and others have been marked

with an asterisk as shown in Figure 1. The fields of ELM

with missing information like Prey_UniProt_Accession,

Prey_Gene_Name and others have been marked with the

“caret” (^) symbol.

Implementation and data access

The LMPID database is implemented using Apache HTTP

2.2.15 web server and MySQL 5.1.69 database server. The

web interface has been designed with PHP 5.3.3, HTML,

JavaScript and CSS. It is freely accessible at bicresources.jc-

bose.ac.in/ssaha4/lmpid.

Search and browse options

Users can submit specific search operations on the data-

base using proper keywords through a user-friendly inter-

face in the Home page, as shown in Figure 2a. The

database can be queried on all fields (default option) or

any one of the following fields—Motif Instance, Regular

Expression, UniProt Accession, UniProt Identifier, Gene

Name, Organism, domain interacting with the motif and

diseases associated with the interaction. The ‘Browse’ page

allows users to browse LMPID data in alphabetical order

of gene names of bait proteins and according to the do-

mains interacting with the LMs, as shown in Figure 2b.

Users can download the LMPID data in csv or xml format

from the ‘Download’ page.

Information on the output page

The output page contains comprehensive information

about the motif entries retrieved by the user-submitted

search or by browsing for gene names of proteins contain-

ing them or for domains binding them. Figure 3a shows a

sample output page generated by querying the database

using the keyword ‘WxP’ as the ‘Regular Expression’. The

total number of records for each query search is provided

on top of the output page. Each record contains the regular

expression and sequence of the motif instance, the UniProt

accession, UniProt identifier, gene and organism names of

the bait protein containing this instance and sequence pos-

ition of the bait protein where the instance is located. This

motif class ‘WxP’ binding with ‘Beta-trefoil domain’ is not

available in ELM (LIG, DEG and DOC classes) resource.

The critical residues and the secondary structure of the

motif instance as well as PTMs, if any, are also mentioned.

Critical residues are those residues in the LM sequence

whose mutation causes the PPI to be disrupted or the affin-

ity of the interaction to be substantially decreased in

magnitude. There is information about the domain that

interacts with this motif, and the experimental procedures

used to study the motif instance and its role in mediating

the interaction. Effort has been made to provide informa-

tion about any diseases associated with this interaction

wherever possible, and a brief comment describing the

interaction has been added to summarize all relevant infor-

mation about the entry. All annotations have been ex-

tracted from the articles that report the experimental

studies on the LM instance. The PubMed IDs of the refer-

ence articles providing information about the entry are

hyperlinked to their respective PubMed entries. The

Figure 1. Entity-relationship diagram of LMPID. Asterisk (*) marked at-

tributes present only in LMPID, whereas caret (^) marked attributes

were substantially enriched as compared with ELM.
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UniProt accession is also linked to the corresponding

UniProt page of the protein. Clicking on the ‘Interaction

ID’ (as marked by a red circle) redirects to a page (shown

in Figure 3b) containing information about the proteins

interacting via the respective LM instance. This page

mentions the organism names and PDB IDs (if any) of the

bait protein containing the motif, as well as the prey pro-

tein interacting with it, and the experimental methods used

to validate this interaction. The UniProt and PDB IDs are

hyperlinked to their respective UniProt and PDB entries.

Figure 2. Snapshots of search and browse option of LMPID. (a) Search’ page of LMPID showing ‘WxP’ used as a keyword to be searched in the

‘Regular Expression’ field. (b) ‘Browse’ page of LMPID.
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Discussion and conclusion

LMPID describes the key structural and functional attributes

of 2203 entries out of which 1750 were unique instances

that mediate PPIs. Our aim is to provide a dedicated web-

server with comprehensive experimentally validated informa-

tion about the LMs mediating PPIs from all organisms,

which shall be maintained for more than 5 years and updated

at 6 months intervals. This is our first release, and we have a

long term plan to update and maintain this database.

Supplementary Data

Supplementary data are available at Database Online.
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